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Book. Young s Bender is a book of survival and strength, of
seeing even in the smallest things the heights of what we can be.
That s as good a definition of contemporary poetry as any. --
NPR This book reads like a long, breathless thank you for life s
seemingly random jumble of beauty, strangeness, tenderness,
and joy. -- Los Angeles Times The reader s mind shoots through
[Young s poems] like the steel ball in a pinball machine, dinging
around, racking up points. Dean s poems are amazingly fun. --
BOMB After 10 books over 20-odd years, Young has become one
of our most imitated poets: his jocular jumps from topic to topic,
debts to Surrealist dream-logic, mixture of postmodern oddity,
stand-up comedy and weighty pathos land his work somewhere
between John Ashbery (to whom Young owes much) and Billy
Collins (whose affability Young shares). -- Publishers Weekly
Young revitalizes the lyric by reminding us that Art must never
be less explosive and majestic and joyous than Life, lest it not
only be no temporary substitute for Life but also...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication can be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It is actually writter in straightforward
words and phrases instead of confusing. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested this publication to learn.
-- Ja ckeline Rippin-- Ja ckeline Rippin

A high quality book and also the font employed was intriguing to read. I was able to comprehended every thing out of
this created e book. You wont really feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogues are for
concerning should you check with me).
-- Pr of . Johnson Cole Sr .-- Pr of . Johnson Cole Sr .
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